Inspiratory on-switch evoked by mesencephalic stimulation: activity of medullary respiratory neurones.
The activity of medullary inspiratory and expiratory neurones was studied in urethan-chloralose anaesthetized cats during stimulus-evoked inspiratory phase (inspiratory on-switch). All neurones were characterized according to their axonal destination (i.e. bulbospinal neurons or vagal motoneurones) or the absence of such axonal projections (i.e. propriobulbar neurones), and to their location in the dorsal or ventral respiratory nuclei. The inspiratory on-switch effects were elicited during expiration (E phase) by brief tetanic electrical stimulation (50 to 100 ms duration; 0.5 mA; 300 Hz) delivered to the mesencephalic periaqueductal central gray and the adjacent reticular formation. The evoked inspiratory effects observed on the phrenic nerve discharge consisted of: an immediate response (latency 20 +/- 5 ms) of stable duration related to the stimulus (primary response: Prim.R.), a delayed response (patterned response: Patt.R.) appearing after a latent period (silent phase: Sil.P.) of 100 ms maximal duration. The later the stimulus in the E phase, the longer was the duration of the Patt.R. (300 to 1000 ms). The stimulation evoked an earlier activation of the inspiratory bulbospinal neurons (latency 12 +/- 6 ms) than that obtained in the phrenic nerve (Prim.R.). Hence, the Prim.R. originated from the bulbospinal pathway and not from a pathway directly impinging on the motoneurones. Conversely during stimulation very few inspiratory propriobulbar neurones were activated and no expiratory neurone discharged. During the phrenic Sil.P., 46% of the inspiratory bulbospinal neurones continued to discharge with a firing rate lower than that during the stimulus train, while most of the inspiratory propriobulbar and expiratory neurones were not active. During the Patt.R. all inspiratory bulbospinal neurones discharged early and were strongly activated whatever the Patt.R. duration whereas the expiratory neurones were not active. Inspiratory propriobulbar neurones were either not recruited or recruited later, and the number of active neurones increased as the duration of the Patt.R. lengthened. Our results suggest that the eliciting of the stimulus-evoked inspiration (Patt.R.) primarily depends on the activation of the inspiratory bulbospinal neurones. These neurones therefore would not only be the output neurones of the medullary respiratory centres, but they would serve other roles such as building up of the excitation in other respiratory neurones, thus acting as a component of the inspiratory ramp generator.